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Criminal Appeal- Stealing by Reason of Employment- Sect 340(4) of The Penal Code- 

Circumstantial Evidence-  Conviction unsafe and unsatisfactory 

 

In November of  2017 the appellant was employed at the Bahamian Brewery & Beverage Co.  He 

was responsible for maintaining the cleanliness of the company’s store, keeping the shelves 

stocked and helping any customers who requested assistance. On the 7 November 2017, just before 

closing, the store manager gave the appellant a deposit drop to be placed in the safe of the store. 

The next day, while the accounts were being reconciled, a deposit drop totaling $7,650.15 was 

discovered missing. The appellant was arrested and charged with stealing by reason of 
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employment. He was found guilty and ordered to repay the sum of $ 7,650.00 and perform 80 

hours of  community service on or before 31 May 2018 with failure to comply resulting in a fine  

or a custodial sentence of one year.  He appeals his conviction on the ground that the guilty verdict 

is unreasonable or cannot be supported having regard to the evidence. 

 

Held:  Appeal  allowed; the  conviction is quashed and the sentence imposed is set aside. No 

order as to retrial. 

 

This case was one based on circumstantial evidence. The prosecution was not able to produce any 

witness who saw the appellant remove the cash drop from the safe. The video recording which was 

produced did not show the appellant removing the drop from the safe. In assessing the evidence in 

this matter there is a concern which causes me to doubt the safety of the verdict. 

 

The basic tenet of the Magistrate’s findings was that the appellant was the last person to be in the 

room where the safe was on the evening of the 7 November 2017 and that when  he  was seen on 

the video he had a bulge under his shirt. It is clear that the evidence of the appellant being seen 

with a bulge under his shirt which was not previously noticeable is suspicious. However, it is not 

conclusive of guilt when there was no evidence before the court to confirm that the missing cash 

drop was not still in the safe after he left. 

 

The learned magistrate failed to appreciate the significance of the prosecution not being able show 

when the cash drop went missing. This was a co-existing circumstance which weakened if not 

destroyed the inference of guilt which the prosecution sought to prove. The magistrate found that 

the appellant’s behavior was suspicious. However, the burden on the prosecution is always to 

prove its case beyond a reasonable doubt and suspicion, even great suspicion will not suffice. As 

such, the conviction of the appellant is unsafe and is not consistent with the evidence. 

 

 

Daniel Coakley v Regina SCCr App. No. 15 of 2017 considered 

McGreevy v Director of Public Prosecution [1973] 1 WLR 276 considered 

R v Taylor, Weaver and Donovan 21 Crim App 20 considered 

The Attorney General v Akiel Smith and Carl Smith SCCrApp 114 of 2018 mentioned 

The Attorney General v Missouri Bain Thompson MCC App Side & CAIS No. 81 of 2011 

considered 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

J U D G M E N T 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Judgment delivered by The Honourable Mr. Justice Milton Evans, JA: 

 

1. This is an appeal by the appellant against his conviction on a charge of stealing by reason 

of employment contrary to sect 340(4) of The Penal Code CH 84 before Stipendiary & 

Circuit Magistrate Samuel Mckinney sitting in Magistrate Court No. 1, South Street, New 

Providence on 30 April, 2018. 
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2.  The magistrate ordered the appellant to: 

 

a) Fully reimburse the Company $7,650.15 on or before      

31 May, 2018; and 

 

b)  Perform 80 hours of community service to be assigned 

by personnel at the Department of Rehabilitative 

Welfare and Social Services. Further, that in the event 

the appellant failed to do the above the court would 

proceed to convict the appellant and impose a custodial 

sentence of one (1) year. 

 

3. The appellant appeared before the Magistrate again on the 31 July 2018 and it was 

determined that he had failed to comply with the conditions imposed so he was ordered to 

pay a fine $4,500 or serve one year in the Bahamas Department of Correctional Services.  

 

GROUNDS FOR APPEAL 

4. The instant appeal was lodged on 31 July 2018 and was amended on 30 June 2020 on the 

single  ground that the guilty verdict of the learned Stipendiary and Circuit Magistrate is 

unreasonable or cannot be supported having regard to the evidence. As such, the appellant 

seeks by way of this appeal to set aside the conviction. 

 

THE EVIDENCE 

The Prosecution’s case 

5. According to the evidence, the policy of the company required each cashier to make what 

was known as a “cash drop” once a targeted amount of sales either in cash or cheques were 

in the cash register.  A deposit slip was made up and placed with the cash and cheques in 

a deposit envelope that was then placed in a safe built into the floor with a metal covering 

that is secured by a combination lock. The code for the combination lock is kept by the 

store and customer service managers.  A surveillance camera system monitors the interior 

of the store with a camera pointing down at the entrance to the room where the safe is 

located. Clayton Russell in his evidence testified that “a view of the safe can be seen from 

one of the cameras”. 

 

6. The appellant was an employee of the company responsible for maintaining the cleanliness 

of the store, assisting with stocking shelves and helping with customers request for 

assistance. However, just before closing on 7 November, 2017, Anell Walkes, store 

manager, made up her deposit drop and gave it to the appellant to be placed in the safe. 

When he returned, Ms. Walkes asked if he made the drop and locked the safe to which he 

replied “yes of course did you think I'm stupid.” 
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7.  Dickenson Orville, a cashier with the company, testified that he was on duty on the                 

7 November 2017, and that he made several cash drops, one around noon, one at 4:00 p.m. 

and another one near the end of the shift. He stated that the following day  while going 

through the deposits in preparation for the armoured truck collection, he discovered that 

the first deposit that he had made up the day before was missing. This deposit was about 

$4,390.00 cash and $3,560.00 in cheques. He testified that he was “not present the 

following Monday when the safe was re-opened”. 

 

8. The evidence of Clayton Russell was that he was aware that at about 6:15 p.m. on the             

7 November 2017, the appellant was given a cash drop and deposit slip to put into the safe. 

Mr. Russell said he saw the appellant enter the customers’ service office and about 45 

seconds to a minute later he exited the office. He said that the appellant asked that he 

(Russell) confirm that he (the appellant) had locked the safe. They went into the office and 

confirmed that the safe was locked. Mr. Russell further testified that Mr. Orville’s deposit 

was in the safe prior to the appellant asking him to go into the office with him to confirm 

he had locked the safe. I will return to this evidence later in this judgment. 

 

9. A complaint was made to the CDU on 8 November 2017 and a jump drive provided. On 

16 November 2017, the appellant was interviewed by W/Sgt. 2461 Deveaux.  The appellant 

confirmed that he was given a bag (sic) to place in the safe and that when he did so, other 

bags were there. However, he denied removing any of the deposit bags (sic). He said that 

after locking the safe he went to the freezer where he had a drink to get a shot.  He said that 

he went in the freezer to drink because he did not want the boss to see the bottle.  It was 

put to the appellant that the information given to the Police was that he took the deposit 

bag and placed it under his shirt to which the appellant said that it was not true. 

  

10. The evidence of W/Sgt 2461 Deveaux was that she viewed the video recording on the jump 

drive. She testified that she observed Anell Walkes giving a deposit bag to the appellant 

who then called Mr. Russell to where he was in the office. Mr. Russell exited office leaving 

the appellant in the office. She said that when the appellant exited the office there was a 

noticeable bulge under his clothing which was not visible when he entered the office. 

Further, she saw that the appellant walked to the area of the cooler and stayed there briefly 

then walked to the bathroom area and left the store along with other employees as the store 

closed for that day. She also stated that she observed Dickenson Orville taking a deposit 

bag into the office where the appellant was when he called Mr. Russell over to him.  

 

The Defence’s Case 

11. The appellant gave sworn evidence denying the allegations. In cross-examination he was 

asked his reason for going into the bathroom right after leaving the office where the safe is 

kept as shown on the surveillance tape. His answer was “to use the bathroom”. The 

appellant stated that he did not see the bulge under his clothing as pointed out by W/Sgt. 

2461 Deveaux. 
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THE MAGISTRATE’S RULING 

12. In my view, it is useful to set out the learned Magistrate’s decision in full to properly 

understand how he arrived at his decision. His decision was as follows: 

“The defendant is charged with one count of Stealing by Reason 

of Employment Contrary to Section 340 (4) of The Penal Code 

Chapter 84. 

Five witnesses for the prosecution were called in support of the 

charge. Clayton Russell, Accountant at Bahamian Brewery 

Beverage Co., Testified under oath that for past sixteen months 

he was employed by the company as its in house accountant. On 

November 8, 2017, he received certain information and as a 

result of that information, he started process of accounts 

reconciliation. 

It was during his reconciliation of accounts that he confirmed 

that deposit placed in the company’s safe on November 7, 2017, 

was missing. The deposit in question was made by Dickerson 

Orville, one of the cashiers on duty on November 7, 2017. The 

missing deposit totaled $7,650 inclusive of cash and cheques. 

An official complaint was mode to the police authorities. Upon 

conclusion of an investigation by the police, the defendant was 

arrested and charged with the offence laid before the court. 

The issue for the court's determination is: 

Whether the defendant, an employee of Bahamian Brewery 

beverage co., on the day in question stole seven thousand six 

hundred fifty dollars and fifteen cents, property of the said 

company, to which he had access by reason of his employment 

Section 340 (4) of the Penal Code chapter 84 states: “whoever is 

convicted of stealing...anything to the. value in the whole of five 

hundred dollars or more in any of the following cases, or 

whoever, having been previously convicted of similar offence, is 

convicted of stealing anything of any value, in the following 

cases, namely (4) stealing anything of which he had the custody, 

control or possession, or to which he had the means of access, by 

reason of any office, employment or service "; 

Shall be liable to imprisonment for ten years 

Clayton Russell, the store’s accountant, sets out the stores’ 

policy regarding the handling of sales-transactions by an on 

duty cashier. According to Mr. Russell, cashier on duty is 
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required to remove all cash and cheques from his or her cash 

register, once money collected from sales transactions reaches 

certain amount. The policy requires the cashier to complete 

deposit slip giving the breakdown of the total deposit. The slip 

and funds are then placed into an envelope and then deposited 

into safe that is kept in the customer service manager's office. 

The responsibility for recording and making cash deposit (cash 

drop) is that of the cashier concerned. The cashier is required to 

write up the amount forming the total deposit before the drop is 

made in safe located in the customer service manager’s office. 

The original of the deposit slip, which details the makeup of the 

deposit, is placed in the envelope along with the deposit and copy 

of the slip goes to the account's office. 

On November 7, 2017 Ms. Anell Walkes was the store manager 

on duty. Her duties include the management of on duty cashiers 

and clerk during business hours. As manager of the store on the 

aforementioned date, she was also responsible for the closing of 

the store after business hours. She was to ensure that the 

physical property was secured and that sales transactions in the 

form of cash deposits were secured and accounted for. 

On the aforementioned date, Ms. Latanya Lord, customer 

service manager for the store in whose office the safe is Located, 

left work early. Apparently, knowing and trusting the staff she 

left in the store, she did not delegate or assign anyone in the store 

to monitor cash drops or the unlocked safe. This is particularly 

noteworthy because the deposit safe in her office is left open all 

day until the last deposit is made, which is done at the end of 

business day. 

The staff members were all aware that the safe is kept open 

throughout the business day. After the last drop is made by 

cashier at the end of business day, the lid to the safe is closed and 

the combination lock engaged. As it seemed, when Ms. Lord is 

out of office for any reason, anyone with dishonest intent and 

having access to the office, which remains open so that cash drop 

could be made, can enter the office and remove deposits from 

the safe at will. 

On the day in question, there is no doubt that the defendant was 

the last employee to enter the office, where the safe is kept. It is 

not disputed that the reason he entered the office was to make 

cash drop for Ms. Anell Walkes, the manager/cashier on duty 
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on November 7, 2017. She testified that just before closing she 

gave the defendant her deposit envelope cash and cheques to 

drop in the in the safe for her and then to lock the safe since he 

would be the last employee placing money in the safe. 

In his evidence, the defendant acknowledged receiving the 

envelope from Ms. Walkes, which he took into the customer 

service manager's office and dropped it into the safe. 

The defendant was the only one in the office at the time he 

entered it to place the deposit into the safe. Neither Ms. Walkes, 

the on duty manager, nor Mr. Russell, the in-house accountant, 

checked the safe after the defendant entered the office to drop 

the deposit he received from Ms. Walkes into the safe. Further, 

neither supervisor checked the safe after closing hours to ensure 

that all of that day's deposits were accounted for. 

Surveillance camera is trained on door leading to the customer 

service manager’s office. Video recording for the date and time 

in question shows the defendant to be the only staff member or 

other person entering the office just before closing time at 

6:00pm. 

The only reason the defendant had to enter the manager’s office 

just before closing was to place the deposit envelope given to him 

by Ms. Walkes into the safe and then lock it before exiting. 

Witnesses testified that the lock to the safe is combination lock, 

which does not require any amount of sophistication to engage 

it into lock position. 

Viewing of the surveillance video showing the time the 

defendant entered the office to make the cash drop and the time 

he exited, the court finds that the time spent in the office by the 

defendant to perform simple task was rather long. The task the 

defendant was asked to perform was simple. He was asked 

simply to drop the deposit envelope into the safe that was 

already open, close the lid after dropping the envelope into it 

and engage the combination lock before exiting. 

Ms. Russell, the store’s accountant, testified that he was at work 

just before closing time on November 7, 2017. He saw the 

defendant entered the manager’s officer to make cash drop. The 

defendant stayed in the office for about Forty five seconds to 

minute before exiting. After exiting the office the defendant 

made request of him. The defendant asked him (Russell) to 
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accompany him back into the officer to verify that he 

(defendant) had locked the safe. 

In the court's view, the defendant‘s request of Mr. Russell draws 

suspicion to himself. The defendant up to this point was trusted 

employee. Ms. Walkes, one of the store's managers, testified that 

the defendant’s employment role in the store was that of clerk 

assisting customers, stocking and maintain cleanliness of the 

store. 

Although Mr. Russell was in the vicinity of the manager’s office, 

where the defendant had gone to place deposit into the safe, the 

defendant did not ask him to step into the office to witness him 

depositing the envelope in the safe. 

The defendant instead, after the fact, asked Mr. Russell to 

accompany him back into the office only to verify that he had 

locked the safe after placing the deposit given to him by Ms. 

Walkes in the safe. 

It is Mr. Russell’s evidence that before the defendant entered 

the office just before closing on November 7, 2017, the missing 

deposit placed in the safe by Dickerson Orville, one of the on 

duty cashiers, was in the safe. No other cashier made cash drop 

or entered the office after the defendant had entered it to place 

the deposit given to him by Ms. Walkes in the safe. 

During his record of interview the defendant admitted receiving 

deposit bag from Ms. Walkes on November 7, 2017, while at 

work. He said that Ms. Walkes gave him the bag to put into the 

deposit safe and then to lock the safe afterwards. According to 

the defendant, he did as Ms. Walkes had asked him to do, which 

is to place the deposit bag in the safe and then to lock the safe 

afterwards. He also acknowledge seeing other deposit bags in 

the safe at the time he went into the office to place Ms. Walkes’ 

deposit in the safe. 

The interviewer asked the defendant to give an account for his 

whereabouts in the store immediately after exiting the 

manager’s office, where he had gone to place Ms. Walkes' 

deposit in the safe. The following exchange took place between 

the interviewer and the defendant: 

Q10 :  When you came from locking the safe, where did you go? 

A10:  I went in the freezer. 
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Q11: What was your reason for going into the freezer? 

A11: I had drink inside there. Gone to get shot of the drink. 

Q12:  What type of drink did you have inside there? 

A12:  Jägermeister. 

Q13:  Where did you leave the Jägermeister bottle? 

A13:  I had it in my pocket. 

Q14: Why did you have to go in the freezer to drink the 

          Jägermeister? 

 

A14:  You can’t drink out there. 

Q15:  Wasn’t it after hours and your other co-workers were 

drinking? 

A15:  Yes. 

Q16:  So why could you not drink with them? 

A16: I does drink with them. 

Q17: So you said earlier that your reason. For going into the 

freezer was to drink the Jägermeister, because you 

couldn't drink out in the front, why would you have to 

hide to drink after working hours in the freezer? 

A17: I went there because remember was drinking a 

Jägermeister  earlier and I didn’t want the boss to see the 

bottle. 

However, during cross examination after giving sworn evidence 

in his defence, the defendant gave different account of his 

whereabouts in the store after leaving the manager’s, where he 

had gone to place Ms. Walkes’ deposit in the safe. The following 

is an exchange between the prosecutor and the-defendant: 

Q: How long have you been working of the store? 

A: About year. 

Q: Why did you go to the bathroom after leaving the    

     manager’s office? 

 

A: To use the bathroom. 

Q: Did you see bulge under you clothing in the   
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      surveillance video after you left the office? 

 

A: No. 

Q: You went into the bathroom-to drink the alcohol    

     beverage? 

 

A: Yes because didn't want the boss to see me drinking         

in the store because he makes noise sometimes. 

 

Q: Why did you go into the manager's office around 5:45   

      pm. on November 7 2017? 

 

A: Anell Walkes asked me to drop her deposit in the safe    

     for her. 

 

The defendant was asked on two separate occasions to state his 

whereabouts after exiting the manager's office, where he had 

gone to place deposit in the safe.  

On each occasion, the defendant gave different account as to 

where and what he did after exiting the office. 

First, the defendant told the interviewing officer that he had 

gone into one of the freezers to be out of sight of his boss to drink 

an alcohol beverage. Secondly, from the witness stand under 

cross examination, he said that he went into the Bathroom to use 

the bathroom. He then changed that account and said that he 

went into the bathroom to drink on alcohol beverage so that his 

boss didn’t see him doing so. 

Mr. Gary Sands, general manager of Bahamian brewery 

beverage company introduced into evidence the surveillance 

recording for his store on November 7, 2017. Woman sergeant 

Deveaux, the investigator, in the course of her evidence used the 

surveillance video to point to the defendant entering the 

manager‘s office just before 6:00 pm. to make cash drop. The 

defendant wore his shirt out of his trousers, which laid tiat 

against his body. Upon exiting the office, there appeared bulge 

in the area of the defendant’s waistline under his shirt. 

The difference in the defendant’s clothing appearance was 

pointed out to the Court, Mr. Alex Morley, legal representative 

for the defendant, the ‘defendant and prosecutor by the 

investigator. The defendant did not accept that there was 
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difference in his clothing form before entering the office and at 

the time he exited. 

Facts in criminal trial can be established either by direct or 

circumstantial evidence. Circumstantial evidence is evidence of 

relevant facts, i.e., facts from which the existence or non-

existence of facts in issue may be inferred. Lord Simon in 

Director of Public Prosecution v Kilbourne [1973] said that 

circumstantial evidence works cumulatively, in geometrical 

progression, eliminating other Possibilities... 

Before drawing inference of the accused's guilt from 

circumstantial evidence, the court must be sure that there are 

no other co-existing circumstances which would weaken or 

destroy the inference (Teper v the Queen [1952] ac 480 Lord 

Normand p.489 

As has been said, when referring criminal trials, where 

circumstantial evidence plays significant role: “one strand of the 

cord might be insufficient to sustain the weight, but three 

stranded together may be quite of sufficient strength. thus it 

may in circumstantial evidence there may be combination of 

circumstance, no one of which would raise reasonable 

conviction, or more than mere Suspicion, but the whole, taken 

together, may create strong conclusion of Guilt, that is, with as 

much certainty as human affairs can require or admit of" 

... 

The court has had the opportunity to consider all of the evidence 

in this case. The court finds witnesses for the prosecution to be 

credible and truthful. None of the witnesses was shaken or had 

their evidence discredited during the process of cross 

examination. 

Given the circumstances in this case, which are, the varying 

accounts given by the defendant explaining his whereabouts in 

the store after exiting the Manager’s office, his invitation to Mr. 

Russell, the accountant on duty, to accompany him into the 

manager’s office not to ensure that he place Ms. Walkes’ cash 

deposit in the safe, but to say after the fact that the safe was 

locked, the defendant being last person, who had dealings with 

the safe just before closing on the day in question, and the 

noticeable difference in his clothing entering the office and 

exiting it, the court infers that the defendant on the day in 
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question, stole deposit from the company's sate totaling 

$7,650.15. 

The court finds that prosecution proved its case to the requisite 

standard, beyond reasonable doubt, Elvardo Farrington, the 

defendant, stole From Bahamian brewery Beverage Company, 

his former employer, cash and Cheques totaling $7,650.15, to 

which he had access by reason of his Employment. Guilt is 

imputed to the' defendant. The evidence of the defendant in his 

defence is rejected as untruthful”. 

 

SUBMISSIONS 

Appellant’s Submissions 

13. Mr. Davis, QC, argued that the Court in drawing the inference of the appellant’s guilt 

identified the circumstances for the same as:  

 

1. The varying accounts given by the appellant explaining 

his whereabouts in the store after exiting the manager’s 

office. 

 

2. His invitation to Mr. Russell to accompany him into the 

manager’s office not to ensure that he placed Ms. 

Walkes’ cash deposit in the safe but to ‘say after the 

fact that the safe was locked.’ 

 

3. The appellant being the last person who had dealings 

with the safe just before closing on the day in question; 

and 

 

4. The noticeable difference in his clothing entering the 

office and exiting it. 

 

14. Leading Counsel submitted that assuming but not conceding that the circumstances found 

by the magistrate are supported by the evidence, other co-existing circumstances either 

weaken or destroy the inference of guilt. He identified those co-existing circumstances and 

obvious possibilities arising therefrom as: 

 

i. The safe is a ground safe three (3) feet deep with a metal 

covering secured by a combination lock. The code is kept 

by the store and customers service managers. It is 

monitored by a surveillance camera. It remains open 
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throughout the day until the end of business day and 

shift; 

 

ii. The missing cash drop was deposited in the safe around 

noon; 

 

iii.  The depositor of the missing cash drop made two other 

deposits at 4:00p.m and near the end of the shift; 

 

iv. The appellant made a cash drop at the end of the shift 

and then asked Russell to accompany him to confirm that 

the safe was locked. Mr. Russell estimated that the 

appellant spent about 45 seconds to 1 minute in the office. 

 

v. WI/Sgt. 2461 Deveaux observed from the store’s 

surveillance video Dickenson Orville taking a deposit 

into the office where the Appellant was when he called 

Mr. Russell over to him; 

 

vi. The cash drop was discovered missing during the 

following day while reconciling the accounts, the bank 

was telephoned which satisfied Mr. Russell that the cash 

drop in the amount of $7,650.15 did not make it to the 

bank; 

 

vii. Retrieval and by whom of the cash drops in the safe made 

on 7/11/17 and deposited to the bank of the company nor 

the timing are known; 

 

viii.  Clayton Russell, Dickenson Orville, Latanya Lord, 

Lamar Rahming, Anell Walkes and perhaps others 

unknown would have had access to the safe during 

relevant time. 

 

15. Mr. Davis argued that the co-existing circumstances abstracted destroy any inference of 

guilt as the opportunity for others to have committed the offence was not ruled out. He 

contended that a safe that remains open all day provides an opportunity for anyone to access 

the same. He further submitted that in the instant case, the missing cash drop was placed 

into the company safe around noon on the 7 November 2017 and was not discovered 

missing until sometime after the safe was opened the following day after the receipts (i.e. 

cash and cheques) of the 7 November had been deposited into the bank account of the 

company. In these circumstances, Mr. Davis contended that persons other than the 

appellant had the opportunity to take the cash drop sometime on the 8  November 2017 
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between the time when the safe was opened and the time when the receipts for the previous 

day were deposited into the company’s bank account.  

 

16. Leading Counsel submitted that the appellant’s opportunity to take the missing cash drop 

was when he was asked to make Ms.Walkes’ deposit and he stayed in the office for 45 

seconds to 1 minute. Counsel argued that the appellant’s request to Mr. Russell to confirm 

that he had locked the safe was not consistent with the actions of someone who had 

removed one of the deposits and secured it under his shirt. Further, he says that any 

inference of guilt from this act assumed that he was familiar with locking the safe and there 

is no evidence to suggest that this was the case. In fact, Mr. Davis stated that the evidence 

points the other way having regard to the appellant’s job description. 

 

17. Counsel also noted W/Sgt. 2461 Deveaux’s observations from the surveillance video 

pertaining to Mr. Orville taking a deposit bag into the office.  This, Counsel contends, 

suggests that Mr. Orville would have accessed the safe after the appellant would have 

placed the cash drop into the safe, leaving unanswered the question of when the safe was 

ultimately locked and by whom. 

 

18. Further, Mr. Davis submitted that the magistrate erred in relying on “the varying accounts 

given by the defendant explaining his whereabouts in the store after exiting the Manager’s 

office” as one of the   circumstances for inferring that the appellant stole the deposit from 

the company's safe totaling $7,650.15. According the Mr. Davis, the assessment of the 

appellant’s evidence on this point by the magistrate was wrong as there was no 

inconsistency between the use of the bathroom and having a drink from the Jägermeister 

bottle which was in his pocket. He contended that the conclusion of the magistrate that the 

evidence was contradictory on this issue is untenable. 

 

19.  Mr. Davis further submitted that the appellant’s invitation to Mr. Russell to ensure that the 

safe was locked- and not to witness him placing the cash drop into the safe - is not 

necessarily suspicious.  Counsel argues that to place the cash drop into the safe would be a 

more routine exercise than locking a safe with a combination lock. This he contends is 

especially so as the task that was assigned to the appellant was not within the scope of his 

job description, and in the absence of any evidence that he had some familiarity with the 

exercise of locking the safe it would have been “stupid” of him not to ensure that it was 

locked which reasonably could include asking the accountant or someone familiar to verify 

that it was. 

 

20. The Magistrate’s finding that the appellant was the last person to deal with the safe on the 

7 November 2017 was also challenged by Mr. Davis. He submitted that the timeline is a 

key factor in determining who was the last person having dealings with the safe.  Mr. Davis 

noted that the missing drop was placed in the safe at noon and the appellant did not have 

any dealings with the safe until closing time at 6:00 p.m. Counsel argues that on the 

evidence it is doubtful that the appellant was the last person to deal with the safe on the 7th 

November. He notes that in her evidence W/Sgt Deveaux observed that the video recording 

showed Mr. Orville with a deposit entering the office at the same time that the Appellant 
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was in the office when he (the appellant) called Mr. Russell over. Counsel contends that 

this does not align with the appellant being the last person in the office. 

 

21.  Leading counsel points out that on the evidence no account is given for the opening of the 

safe for the retrieval of the deposits sometime the following day or how Mr. Orville was 

able to discover a missing cash drop whilst preparing the drops for the armoured car. 

 

22. Finally, Mr. Davis submitted that the “noticeable difference in the appellant’s clothing 

entering and exiting the office’ as a standalone circumstance would require a leap to find 

that the bulge was the missing cash drop. He notes that the appellant did not accept that 

there was a “noticeable bulge” area of his waistline under his shirt and the appellant’s 

evidence was that he had a bottle in his pocket. Further, Counsel opined that it is interesting 

to note that the prosecution witnesses, except the police officers, spoke to the cash drop 

being in an “envelope” whereas the police at the time of the appellant’s interview suggested 

that it was in a bag.  

 

23. In support of his submissions, Mr. Davis relied on the dictum of Lord Morris in McGreevy 

v Director of Public Prosecution [1973] 1 WLR 276 where he opined that the test in 

instances of circumstantial evidence is 

 

“whether the proved facts are such that they exclude every 

reasonable inference from them save the one sought to be drawn 

by the prosecution. If the proved facts do not exclude all other 

reasonable inferences then there must be a doubt whether the 

inference sought to be drawn is correct.” 

24. Counsel noted that this dictum has been adopted in several cases in our Court of Appeal 

including The Attorney General v Akiel Smith and Carl Smith SCCrApp 114 of 2018. 

 

25.  Mr. Davis concluded his submissions by contending that the evidence adduced against the 

appellant  failed to come up to proof beyond a reasonable doubt, and that there was no 

evidence to give rise to an irresistible reasonable and compelling inference of the guilt of 

the appellant. He argued that the ruling and the guilty verdict were largely based on 

speculation and the drawing of inferences from competing theories of the case which were 

unsupported by the evidence before the court. In these circumstances he submitted that this 

Court ought to accede to the instant appeal.  

 

Respondent’s Submissions 

26. Mr. Vernal Collie submitted that the verdict was reasonable and that there was sufficient 

circumstantial upon which the learned trial S & C Magistrate acted upon in arriving at the 

verdict. He argued that the magistrate explained in detail all the pieces of the circumstantial 

evidence and how each fits into the other. Counsel contended that these pieces of 

circumstantial evidence were as follows: 
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i. The intended appellant was on duty at the store on the 

fateful day.  

 

ii. The intended appellant made a cash drop on behalf of 

Latanya Lord and Anell Walkes in the customer service 

office where the safe was located and where the money 

went missing.  

 

iii. The intended appellant was captured on surveillance 

video entering the customer service with free clothing but 

exited with a bulge around his shirt and went straight to 

the wash room. 

 

iv.  The intended appellant gave conflicting explanations as 

to why he had gone to the wash room immediately after 

making the cash drop. On one hand he claimed he had 

gone to use the bathroom for health reasons but during 

cross-examination he claimed he had gone to take an 

alcoholic drink.  

 

v. The conduct of the intended appellant towards his 

supervisor Anell Walkes when they sought confirmation 

of the drop was rude and sought to deflect attention. As 

compared with the conduct towards Clayton Russell, the 

accountant after making anther cash drop when the 

intended appellant wanted the accountant to confirm 

that the safe was locked. 

 

27. Mr. Collie submitted that these pieces of circumstantial evidence were sufficient to infer 

guilt of stealing by reason of employment against the appellant. In light of the above, he 

submitted that sufficient circumstantial evidence was adduced before the learned trial S & 

C Magistrate to convict the appellant. 

 

28. In support of his submissions, Mr. Collie relied heavily on the case of The Attorney 

General v Missouri Bain Thompson MCC App Side & CAIS No. 81 of 2011 where the 

court adopted the definition of circumstantial evidence as seen in Archibold Criminal 

Pleading Evidence and Practice 2003 at 10-3 as:  

 “Circumstantial evidence is receivable in criminal as well as in 

civil cases, and indeed, the necessity of admitting such evidence 

is more obvious in the former than the latter, for in criminal 

cases, the possibility of proving the matter charged by the direct 

and positive testimony of eye-witnesses or by conclusive 

documents is much more rare than in civil cases; and where 
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such testimony is not available, 14 the jury are permitted to infer 

from the facts proved other facts necessary to complete the 

elements of guilt or establish innocence.”   

29. Mr. Collie noted that the court in The Attorney General v Missouri Bain Thompson 

(supra) also considered R v Taylor, Weaver and Donovan 21 Crim App 20 in which the 

Lord Chief Justice, in describing circumstantial evidence said 

“It has been said that the evidence against the applicants is 

circumstantial: so it is, but circumstantial evidence is very often 

the best. It is evidence of surrounding circumstances which, by 

undersigned coincidence, is capable of proving a proposition 

with the accuracy of mathematics. It is no derogation of 

evidence to say that it is circumstantial.” 

30. Mr. Collie also drew our attention to the comments by Justice Isaacs J.A in Daniel Coakley 

v Regina SCCr App. No. 15 of 2017, that:  

“The approach to the evaluation of circumstantial evidence is 

well established and found in the judgment of Pollock CB in R v 

Exall (1866) 4 F & F 922 at page 928: “What the jury has to 

consider in each case is, what is the fair inference to be drawn 

from all the circumstances before them, and whether they 

believe the account given by the prisoner is, under the 

circumstances, reasonable and probable or otherwise ... Thus it 

is that all the circumstances must be considered together. It has 

been said that circumstantial evidence is to be considered as a 

chain, and each piece of evidence as a link in the chain, but that 

is not so, for then, if any one link broke, the chain would fall. It 

is more likely the case of a rope composed of several cords. One 

strand of the cord might be insufficient to sustain the weight, 

but three stranded together may be quite of sufficient strength. 

Thus it may be in circumstantial evidence — there may be a 

combination of circumstances, no one of which would raise a 

reasonable conviction, or more than a mere suspicion; but the 

whole, taken together, may create a strong conclusion of guilt, 

that is, with as much certainty as human affairs can require or 

admit of.” 

31. Counsel contended that consistent with these authorities the learned trial S & C Magistrate 

pieced together all the pieces of the circumstantial evidence to arrive a proper decision of 

the appellant’s guilt. 

 

DISCUSSION 
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32. It is clear that this case was one based on circumstantial evidence. The prosecution was not 

able to produce any witness who saw the appellant remove the cash drop from the safe. 

The video recording which was produced did not show the appellant removing the drop 

from the safe. It is also not clear whether the video which was produced covered the period 

from 12.00 noon which was the time of the first drop by Mr. Orville, up to the end of the 

day. However, as seen from the decision of the learned magistrate, he was of the view that 

the circumstances as disclosed on the evidence led to the reasonable inference that the 

Appellant was the person who stole the missing money from his former employers. 

 

33. In assessing the evidence in this matter there is a concern which, in my view, causes me to 

doubt the safety of the verdict. The basic tenet of the Magistrate’s findings was that the 

appellant was the last person to be in the room where the safe was on the evening of the    

7 November 2017 and that when seen on the video he had a bulge under his shirt. The 

difficulty is that there is no evidence as to when the money was stolen. The Magistrate 

assumes it was on the 7th , but that is not confirmed by the evidence. 

 

34. It is important to note that the missing cash drop was placed in the safe around 12 noon on 

the 7th November and the appellant made his cash drop after 6.pm. Mr. Russell in his 

evidence observed that “I could confirm that Orville’s deposit was in the safe prior to the 

defendant asking me to go into the office with him to confirm he-had locked the safe after 

making the drop for Latanya”. 

 

35.  Unfortunately he was not asked to elaborate on that statement. It is common sense that if 

Orville’s cash drop was made at 12 noon it was in the safe prior to the appellant going to 

make the cash drop after 6pm. The important question however is was Mr. Orville’s cash 

drop still in the safe when the appellant accessed the safe after 6.pm. It was possible for 

other persons to access the safe between 12 noon and 6pm as the safe remained open to 

allow for deposits during the day.  

 

36. The evidence of Mr. Orville was that he made several cash drops, one around noon, one at 

4:00 p.m. and one near the end of the shift.  The prosecution led no evidence to show that 

no other persons accessed the safe between 12.00 noon and 6.00 p.m. Further, there is no 

indication in the evidence that Mr. Russell physically checked the contents of the safe when 

he accompanied the appellant to confirm that the safe was locked. Additionally, there is no 

evidence that Mr. Russell took any other steps to check whether or not all of the cash drops 

made earlier in the day were, in fact, in the safe when he checked that it was locked at the 

invitation of the appellant. The evidence clearly establishes that the door of the safe was 

closed and locked when he checked it with the appellant and so he would not have seen the 

contents of the safe at that time. 

 

37. It is also significant that the evidence is that the safe remained open during the day. As 

noted by the learned magistrate, on the 7th November, 2017, Ms. Latanya Lord, customer 

service manager for the store in whose office the safe is located, left work early. So it 
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follows that the open safe was left unsupervised save for the camera which monitored the 

room. In addition to this, the evidence is that Ms. Walkes, the manager left in the office, 

did not personally see to the locking of the safe but left it to the appellant to secure the safe 

whose job was maintaining the cleanliness of the store, assisting with stocking shelves and 

assisting with customers request for assistance. She did not check the contents of the safe 

prior to leaving the office for the day nor is there evidence that anyone else did so. It follows 

that on the evidence it cannot be confirmed that the missing cash drop was not in the safe 

after the appellant locked the safe and left the room on the evening of the 7th.  

 

38. The evidence is that the cash drop was discovered missing during the following day while 

reconciling the accounts and the bank confirmed by telephoned that the cash drop in the 

amount of $7,650.15 had not make it to the bank. On the evidence as led by the prosecution, 

there is no evidence that on the evening when the office was closed and everyone had left, 

the cash drop in question was not still in the safe. This is important as the prosecution led 

no evidence as to who accessed the safe on the morning of the 8th November nor as to 

whether a check was made to see if all the cash drops from the previous day were in the 

safe when it was opened. So it cannot be ruled out that the cash drop may have been 

removed on the 8th November rather than the 7th. 

 

39.  In The Attorney General v Missouri Bain Thompson (supra) the Court referred to the 

case of Teper v R [1952] A.C 480-489 a decision of the Privy Council, from the Court of 

Appeal of Guyana, where Lord Normand, delivering the reasons of the Board said in 

relation to circumstantial evidence:  

“Circumstantial evidence may sometimes be conclusive, but it 

must always be narrowly examined, if only because evidence of 

this kind may be fabricated to cast suspicion on another... It is 

also necessary before drawing the inference of the accused’s 

guilt from circumstantial evidence to be sure that there are no 

other co-existing circumstances which would weaken or destroy 

the inference.” (Emphasis Added) 

40. It is clear that the evidence of the appellant being seen with a bulge under his shirt which 

was not previously noticeable is suspicious. However, it is not conclusive of guilt when 

there was no evidence before the court to confirm that the missing cash drop was not still 

in the safe after he left. The failure of Ms. Walkes to either personally check the safe or 

have someone else check the safe to confirm its contents prior to leaving takes away the 

ability to say when the cash drop was stolen. Additionally, no evidence was led as to when 

the safe was opened the following day and whether the "bag" was missing at the opening. 

The prosecution's theory that the bag was stolen the evening before is weakened by the fact 

that no evidence was led that the bag was missing when the safe was opened on the morning 

of the 8th.  In these circumstances it clearly weakens the significance of the Magistrate’s 

finding that the appellant was the last person in the room on the 7 November, 2017. 
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41. In my view, the learned magistrate fell into error in failing to appreciate the significance of 

the prosecution not being able show when the cash drop went missing. This was a co-

existing circumstance which in my view weakened if not destroyed the inference of guilt 

which the prosecution sought to prove. The magistrate found that the appellant’s behavior 

was suspicious. However, the burden on the prosecution is always to prove its case beyond 

a reasonable doubt and suspicion, even great suspicion will not suffice. 

 

42. In the circumstances, as I have found them, I am of the view that the conviction of the 

appellant is unsafe and is not consistent with the evidence. I would therefore quash the 

conviction and set aside the sentence imposed. I would not order a retrial as in my view 

there was insufficient evidence on which to base a conviction. 

 

 

_______________________________________ 

                                                                  The Hon. Mr. Justice Milton Evans, JA 

   

43. I agree. 

_______________________________________ 

                                                                    The Hon. Sir Michael Barnett, President 

 
 

44.  I agree also. 

_______________________________________ 

                                              The Hon. Sir Brian Moree, Chief Justice 

    

 


